Purpose. This review provides an overview of some of the most recent clinical trials which investigated various types of cancer and other diseases, through the use of PET-CT imaging, highlighting the use of immunohistochemical stains or conventional histopathology for the validation or contradiction of their hypothesis. Furthermore, we investigate a potential new direction of research by analyzing the upcoming role of microRNAs in disease confirmation.
Introduction
Modern medicine is detaching itself from conventional histopathologic "gold standard" practices, with the utilization of computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, coupled with a range of clinical laboratory tests that are becoming ubiquitous, increasing its diagnostic insight in various diseases. Nevertheless, as technology edges forward, we find ourselves at a point where histopathologic and immunohistochemical validation in the diagnostic procedure, more so in medical research fields, still have a strong grip in confirming and understanding pathological processes, as will be discussed in this paper.
From a clinical standpoint of view, radiotherapists and oncologists still await, at present, on pathologists for assistance in tumor diagnosis. The pathologist finds himself in a pivotal point between disease, therapy, and prognosis. Correspondingly important are histopathologic confirmations involving test protocols and efficacy to novel therapies in clinical trials and current research.
Positron emission tomography computed tomography (PET-CT) hybrid imaging provides important key aspects of tumor topography, as well as from a functional viewpoint, using radiolabeled molecules associated with cell metabolism [1] . This relatively new diagnostic procedure is gaining momentum as an instrument for cancer detection, as more and more research is being oriented at describing its potential and limitations in non-invasive cancer depiction, adding to the series of tests set to replace the burdensome need for biopsies. Notwithstanding, it seems that PET-CT hybrid imaging, in its attempts to surpass it, still needs to be held against the current histopathologic standard, as it takes its role in modern medicine.
In this systematic review, we gather evidence supporting the fact that immunohistochemistry (IHC) and histopathology still perform an important role in contemporary medicine and in the characterization of imaging tools, through the process of searching the scientific literature for the most recent clinical trials relevant to this topic. We attempt to characterize this subject by means of an original evaluation, with no current published review exploring the issue at this moment. Additionally, we study and exemplify high-interest research niches surrounding the attempts to portray PET-CT hybrid imaging, through immunohistochemical validation, as a potential candidate for tumor description and prognosis by means of cell proliferation. Furthermore, we assess the emerging potential of microRNAs, highly conserved non-coding RNA molecules involved in the regulation of gene expression, as candidates for future PET-CT capabilities for tumor description.
Methods
This review adhered, as applicable, to the PRISMA-P 2015 checklist.
Data sources
An initial search, of MEDLINE/ PubMed indexed and published articles, was made using the term "positron emission tomography computed tomography" and the MeSH terms: "immunohistochemistry" as well as "SUV" and "immunohistochemistry". Results were afterwards restricted by selecting only clinical trials and furthermore restricted to titles only published after the year 2000 up until February 2019.
Furthermore, the electronic database SCOPUS was screened for titles, abstracts, and keywords, using the following search strategy:
-TITLE-ABS-KEY (positron AND emission AND tomography AND computed AND tomography AND immunohistochemistry) DOCTYPE (ar) AND "clinical trial".
Study selection
Firstly, the articles were screened and duplicates were eliminated. Secondly, the selected articles were rescreened using the following inclusion criteria: -Published after the year 2000 (a 19 year time period, to maintain relevance to recent findings); -Use of immunohistochemical or histopathologic validation for PET-CT outcomes or for correlation with a hypothesis regarding IHC expression;
-Immunohistochemical markers used had to be specified.
Articles were not found to be relevant for this review if they:
-Were published before the year 2000; -If the completion of the study was not sufficiently dependent on IHC or histopathological examinations;
-Contained the aforementioned search terms, without having a direct implication of PET-CT validation by means of immunohistochemical or histopathologic tests;
-Were found to be case reports or reviews (SCOPUS);
-Were not related to the field of medicine (SCOPUS).
The articles were selected regardless of results confirming or contradicting their initial hypothesis. All diseases studied in the trials were considered relevant. Emphasis was given to neoplastic diseases. There were no restrictions imposed on language.
Data extraction Out of all 389 initial search results studied, 364 were retained after removing duplicate results. The resulting articles were then screened by two independent researchers following the aforementioned inclusion and exclusion criteria. Disagreements regarding the addition of articles were managed by discussion or by a third opinion. In the end, 27 original articles were found to be relevant to the topic ( Figure 1 ).
All articles were screened for types of radiopharmaceuticals used in PET-CT imaging, objectives, findings and types of IHC markers or histopathological findings used for validation. The data were synthesized and presented for each case.
In addition, for the completion of this review and the evaluation of current trends in cancer diagnostics, the investigators gathered information surrounding the focus at hand, by screening MEDLINE/ PubMed indexed clinical trial articles using the MeSH terms: ("positron emission tomography computed tomography" AND "microARN"). A broader evaluation of the subject was made by also searching for reviews regarding this subject. Furthermore, an ample assessment of indexed articles was oriented at reviews and trials, without strict time limitations, for research meant to correlate PET-CT standardized uptake values (SUV) and immunohistochemical marker expression of cellular proliferation (Ki-67). The resulting articles are reviewed in the discussion section under their appropriate subtitle.
Results
Following an extensive review of content extracted from the 27 selected clinical trials (Table I) , data regarding their characteristics can be summarized as follows:
-Twenty-four articles contained research involving neoplastic tumors (of which: 7 were of breast cancer, 8 pulmonary cancers, and 2 colorectal adenocarcinomas);
-Other neoplastic tumors included: lymphoma, thyroid carcinoma, prostate cancer, endometrial carcinoma, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), insulinoma and mesenchymal uterine tumors;
-The remaining three articles dealt with inflammatory/infectious diseases, neurodegenerative diseases and diseases of blood vessels;
-Twelve trials were involved in detection/ diagnosis, 7 attempted to establish a direct correlation with immunohistochemistry/histopathology, 3 monitored response to treatment and 2 involved the study of tumor angiogenesis;
-Eleven studies used ¹⁸F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) as their primary radio-labeled marker, 8 used other substances, and 5 compared FDG to other radio-labeled indicators;
-Immunohistochemical markers varied greatly. Slightly more used were Ki-67 and vascular markers;
-Study populations varied from 4 to 147 patients. Details of the selected studies, in relationship to their IHC and histopathological results, and aspects of their conclusions are given in the following statements.
Concerning non-neoplastic diseases, immunohistochemical findings, using a CD68 marker for macrophage density and vascular endothelial growth factor, were used for patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy after an initial FDG PET/CT uptake determination. Increased plaque metabolism was demonstrated to correlate with increased inflammation and angiogenesis, whereas the histological and PET markers were shown to be inversely related in plaque calcifications [2] . Modern research practices in neurodegenerative diseases still make use, and demonstrate, the invaluable nature of histopathologic confirmation in this study of Aβ plaques being highlighted by [18F]flutemetamol PET [3] . Immunohistochemical stains were also used, in this small 10 patient study, for confirming sarcoidosis patients, from other inflammatory or infectious lesions who underwent (4S)-4-(3-(18)F-fluoropropyl)-lglutamate ((18)F-FSPG) PET scans [4] . Regarding clinical trials involved in neoplastic diseases, we found that histopathologic diagnosis was necessary for four patients with benign insulinomas who participated in a clinical trial which determined the feasibility of (68)Ga-DOTA-exendin-4 PET/CT insulinoma detection [5] . Attempts at demonstrating a link between 9 immunohistochemical markers in well-differentiated thyroid carcinomas and FDG-PET uptake were made in a recent study, with no significant correlation being established at the end [6] . (11)C-acetate was used in a trial, to demonstrate a higher concentration of the substance in tumor foci, rather than in normal tissue. Validation but also limitations of this finding, in which the method could not differentiate between tumor and benign prostate hyperplastic tissue, were demonstrated through histopathology [7] . In a prospective study concerning 111 patients with diffuse large B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, treated with R-CHOP-21 protocols, established a very good prognostic value for patients with negative interim PET (iPET)-computed tomography (CT) after 48 months. Immunohistochemistry was used for categorizing germinal center versus nongerminal center subtypes of diffuse large B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphomas [8] . GLUT-1 and GLUT-3 immunohistological markers were used in another study concerning oral squamous cell carcinoma patients, which showed high FDG uptake in carcinomas with Glut-1 and Glut-3 overexpression [9] . Analyzing SUV values of 16α-(18)F-fluoro-17β-estradiol ((18)F-FES) and FDG showed a correlation between (18) F-FES uptake and estrogen and progesterone as well as a correlation between FDG and GLUT-1 and Ki-67 in patients with uterine sarcomas out of 47 patients diagnosed preoperatively with mesenchymal uterine tumors [10] . Correlation of radiolabeled markers with IHC stains for cell proliferation (Ki-67), was shown in one study, which assessed the comparison between 3'-deoxy-3'-¹⁸Ffluorothymidine (FLT) and FDG in colorectal patients, to not always be significant [11] . Further examination of the selected articles, revealed a trial involving the use of Ki-67, alongside GLUT1 and p53 to demonstrate a correlation with maximum SUV values in 90 patients with liver metastatic resectable colorectal cancer, showing the prognostic value of noninvasive FDG PET scans [12] . Correlation between GLUT-1 expression, in primary endometrial cancers, and FDG-PET uptake was also established [13] . Particular interest in the matter was given, in the last 19 years, to lung neoplasms. Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients who underwent (18) F-fluoroerythronitroimidazole ((18)F-FETNIM) PET/ CT examinations revealed the possibility of using (18) F-FETNIM as a marker for hypoxic conditions, which correlated with a worse outcome, demonstrated by the expressions of HIF-1α, GLUT-1, and VEGF, and by using a tumor-to-mediastinum ratio parameter [14] . An interesting correlation between the PET imaging tracer, (18)F-FSPG, and the xCT subunit of system x C -, with roles in cancer growth, was indicated in a 10 NSCLC patient trial by means of using IHC for the subunit together with CD44 [15] . A comparison between the diagnostic efficacies of FLT and FDG PET/CT was made for patients with nonsmall-cell lung cancer, assessing therapy response by measuring the radio-labeled marker uptake and correlating it to cyclin D1 labeling index from positive lymph nodes. FLT uptake was shown to have a better correlation with tumor cell proliferation, through the cyclin D1 labeling index expression [16] . Once more FLT and Ki-67 were used for noninvasive assessment of proliferation in pulmonary nodules, showing FLT uptake specificity for the differential diagnosis of pulmonary nodules [17] . More targeted approaches to studying small cell lung carcinomas are made by using 6-(18)F-fluoro-phenylalanine ([(18) F]FDOPA), as dihydroxyphenylalanine accumulates in tumors of neuroendocrine origin. Neuroendocrine immunohistochemical markers were used in evaluating [(18)F]FDOPA uptake in these patients, in comparison with standard FDG uptake, but no clear relation was proven between the radio-labeled marker and neuroendocrine IHC markers [18] . Another correlation was studied using the expression of P-glycoprotein (Pgp) as an immunomarker in low FDG PET uptake patients diagnosed with lung cancer, showing a correlation of Pgp and the degree of cell differentiation in adenocarcinomas, while FDG showed to be inversely correlated with cell differentiation [19] . More and more studies recently published, regarding nonsmall-cell lung cancer, show an interest in demonstrating correlations between FDG SUVmax values and immunohistochemical stains capable of offering insights into tumor proliferation and vascular status, such as Ki67 and CD34 [20] . Immunohistochemistry proved essential again in demonstrating a distinction between tuberculosis and non-small cell lung cancer nodules, in a recent study on 34 patients using (68)Ga-Alfatide II, which was shown to be a superior candidate to FDG in this matter [21] .
However fruitful ongoing research in lung cancer seems, no less investigated was breast cancer. PET-CT imaging is a useful tool for the management of locally advanced breast cancer. Immunohistochemical staining for estrogen receptors, progesterone receptors, and HER2 status are routinely determined for their prognostic and therapeutic value in the management of patients. A clinical trial on 36 patients showed lower estrogen receptor expression in tumors with higher maximum SUV value [22] . Another clinical trial examined the relationship between FDG uptake and new vessel formation in twenty early breast carcinoma patients, using CD105 immunomarker [23] . 18F-fluoroestradiol PET and 18F-fluorodihydrotestosterone PET have been used, to such an extent, to prove the existence of androgen and estrogen receptors in breast cancer patients, the authors suggesting a very high cumulative sensitivity and sensibility for the examination, as to bypass immunohistochemical diagnosis altogether [24, 25] . An interesting clinical trial, evaluating the relationships between FDG SUV values, tumor blood flow and glucose metabolism in breast cancer was conducted, showing an association of first-pass FDG uptake and angiogenesis, confirmed using CD34 immunomarkers, also noting the association between proliferation markers (using Ki-67) and tumor metabolism [26] . Human epidermal growth factor receptor status, alongside fluorescence in situ hybridization, in breast cancer patients, is currently the only one able to determine response predictions to trastuzumab emtansine therapy. This clinical trial argued that combining early metabolic assessment by FDG-PET/ CT uptake determinations may improve the understanding of tumor heterogeneity and selection of patients who will respond to the aforementioned therapy. Fifty-six patients were analyzed and immunohistochemical analysis was performed for HER2 status [27] . Finally, one trial performed a Ki-67 immuno-stain analysis, alongside SUV value determination, in breast cancer patients, showing different results in therapy responders versus non-responders who underwent preoperative systemic treatment [28] .
Discussion
Pathology findings have been regarded for decades as the "golden standard" in the diagnosis and certification of various results, not only helping with clinical or surgical management but also being, at times, a determinant factor, with a considerable psychological impact, in the medicalpatient relationship. Of course, as in all fields of medicine, the science is not exact. Results vary dependent on the pathologist, quality of tissue samples and, not rarely, due to our limited knowledge of certain pathologies. It is understandable why people have critically questioned this elevated position in the past [29, 30] . Efforts to outline and enhance these occasional diagnostic uncertainties have been made, over the years, through electron microscopy, immunohistochemistry, and molecular genetic tests, to name a few [31] . Multidisciplinary advances, attempting to integrate clinical and radiological information, only seem to underline the importance of histological data [32] . A more clinically feasible approach for disease identification and diagnostic judgment, besides pathology reports, may reside in enhancing the characteristics and limitations of PET-CT scans, as vectors for non-invasive diagnosis. As such, numerous endeavors are being made to establish correlations between PET-CT scans and histopathology, and more so with immunohistochemical ancillary tests. Nonetheless, until this hybrid imaging technique, of great value, will have proven itself in the future as a viable alternative in disease certification, it will still remain subject to its microscopic examination counterpart.
Recent clinical trials
Our efforts to make an accurate portrayal of current clinical trials that benefited from the practice of histopathologic and immunohistochemical certified PET-CT scans, revealed various results, ranging from trials which involved the study of vulnerable atheromas, neurodegenerative and inflammatory diseases to various types of cancer.
As shown, not only were there numerous IHC stains used, but also a number of various radio-labeled molecules, leading us away from the FDG standard and more towards specified and disease-oriented markers. One of the most used IHC antibodies was Ki-67, which was shown to have a variable degree of correlation depending on the type of tumour assessed and its degree of differentiation. Other IHC markers, such as those used for vascular identification were also slightly more frequent. Recently, studies concerning new tumor vascular receptors have also been targeted as potential new markers for malignancy status [33] . The most studied types of neoplasms were those of breast and lung origin, which is of no surprise given the fact that these hold the first two places (with 2.09 million cases each) in the global cancer incidence of last year, lung cancer still being the first cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide [34] .
In the course of 19 years, it may seem that 27 clinical trials may not be such a large number, taking into account the growing number of original articles published every year. One must consider, in this regard, the various aspects concerning the high costs of PET-CT examinations, as well as non-standard IHC stains used in research, in addition to running the clinical trials alone; more so even for prospective trials. Some trials used a number of other methods of confirming their results, showing the need for stronger multilateral evidence or perhaps a growing trend in histopathology alternatives. The strength of the findings in some of the trials is questionable, some of them being conducted with small study populations as low as 4 patients.
We must acknowledge the fact that this review suffered from several limitations. We recognize our narrow search of only MEDLINE/ PubMed and SCOPUS indexed articles. Searches in EMBASE, Cochrane Library, OVID, Web of Science and other sources could have produced considerable more results. Furthermore, the use of other combination of MeSH terms referring to the same subject may have yielded different or more results, nevertheless, perhaps not to the detriment of our statements. Finally, we concede the fact that having an anatomic pathologist as the main writer and investigator may be a concern for biased opinions.
Tumor metabolism oriented research In the previous subtitle, we already touched upon different clinical trials attempting to establish a correlation between PET-CT SUV values and an IHC marker for cell proliferation, namely KI-67, in various types of cancers. Our further investigation of this research topic revealed numerous articles on the matter. Alongside articles concerning breast [23, 35] , thyroid [36] , prostate [37] and head and neck neoplasms [38] , results showed an interest for tumors of neuroendocrine origin as well [39, 40] . Low study population groups were examined for cervical neoplasms [41] , endometrial adenocarcinomas [42] and hepatocellular carcinomas [43] . Concerning PET-CT IHC validation, it seems that this correlation holds particular interest. Although this correlation shows a promising start for PET-CT validation as a stand-alone diagnostic tool, results vary considerably on the matter, some studies showing a positive correlation [12, 44, 45] , while others showing different outcomes [42, 46, 47] . A recent metaanalysis on this topic concluded, with some degree of limitation, that FDG uptake presents a moderate positive correlation with tumor cell proliferation. Gastrointestinal stromal tumors and thymic epithelial tumors showed the maximum correlation coefficient (0.81), a poor correlation being found in head and neck, gastric, thyroid and malignant melanoma, and moderate correlation in all the other neoplasms studied [39] .
Emerging disease validation through microRNAs MicroRNAs represent non-coding forms of RNA molecules, usually 20 to 25 nucleotides in length, that control gene expressions, acting as intermediaries within the cell. Their importance becomes clear as it seems that they have an altered expression in different diseases including cancer, myocardial infarction, hepatitis C and metabolic diseases, to name only a few. This happens through overand underexpression, giving rise to specific micro ARN patterns. As such, not only do they represent a potential candidate for therapies, but also powerful biological markers for disease detection. Even with growing numbers of studies being conducted to enrich our knowledge of their true potential, we still do not have a complete grasp of their molecular mechanisms in gene regulation [48] .
Our initial search for clinical trials involving these new molecular markers in correlation with PET-CT tracer uptake found no relevant results suggesting their novelty in this particular area of research.
Further investigation involving articles without the "clinical trial" restriction lead to noteworthy information. For example, as a counterpart for the aforementioned study concerning [18F]flutemetamol PET highlighted Aβ plaques, one study has found the value of microRNA detection in cerebrospinal fluid of Alzheimer's disease patients where amyloid PET imaging has limitations [49] . Another recent study investigated the predictive role of microRNA-21 and microRNA-148a in 36 patients with esophageal adenocarcinoma, correlating results with histopathology, survival and FDG-PET scans [50] . Concerning the ongoing struggle to better diagnose pancreatic cancer, articles propose miR-223, and other microRNAs alongside other biological markers, as a useful indicator with a potential prediction for aggressiveness [51, 52] . Addition of miR-205 and miR-210 to CA-19-9 increases specificity to 91% and sensitivity to 100% of pancreatic cancer detection while showing a correlation with decreased survival [53] . In one review, an expert's opinion was that a combination of such biomarkers and imaging technologies will develop into standard practice in the future [54] . Emerging publications show the role of microRNAs ranging from miR-206 as a potential target for diagnosis and therapy, in head and neck squamous cell carcinomas, to the use of microRNAs as potential markers for rejection in cardiac transplantation [55, 56] . Another article addressed the diagnostic capabilities of microRNAs, alongside multiple other diagnostic tests including immunohistochemistry and FDG-PET, in thyroid cancers, particularly in those difficult to differentiate by histopathology alone. They argued that a multimodal approach is still the most likely to offer an accurate diagnosis in this case [57] . Thyroid neoplasms are often subjects of debate concerning not only diagnosis but, in some cases, also from a postsurgery management standpoint of view [58] . Some studies suggest that circulating tumor cells hold an answer to better prognosis and follow-up [59] . These cancers hold the potential for high interest in research, as they are found to have high regional and global incidence [59, 60] . Finally, concerning early breast cancer diagnosis, one publication proposed microRNAs as new diagnostic and therapeutic methods alongside PET-CT and other imaging techniques [61] .
Adding to their high specificity in diagnosing disease, especially when combined with clinical data and other proven types of biomarkers, microRNAs also require very small amounts of biological material and can be extracted from various sources including plasma, serum, fine-needle aspirates, pancreatic juice or saliva. They remain preserved in formalin-fixed or deep-frozen tissues as well [53] .
This combination of properties, along with ongoing research beginning to emerge as proof of their feasibility in disease diagnosis, allow us to make the assumption that in the near future they may become a potential reliable candidate for PET-CT validation studies.
Conclusions
Our overview of the selected studies showed that histopathologic findings and IHC were invaluable for their completion and for a proper determination of the validity of their initial hypothesis.
Studies concerning Ki-67 correlation seem to be a worthwhile endeavor, considering its prognostic value, although for a limited number of neoplastic diseases.
The combination of microARN properties, alongside with ongoing research beginning to emerge as proof of their feasibility in disease diagnosis, allow us to make the assumption that in the near future they may become a potential reliable candidate for PET-CT validation studies.
